Investigation of the cAMP receptor protein secondary structure by Raman spectroscopy.
Raman spectroscopy was employed to examine the secondary structure of the cAMP receptor protein (CRP). Spectra were obtained over the range 400-1900 cm-1 from solutions of CRP and from CRP-cAMP cocrystals. The spectra of CRP dissolved in 30 mM sodium phosphate and 0.15 M NaCl buffered at either pH 6 or pH 8 or dissolved in 0.15-0.2 M NaCl at protein concentrations of 5, 15, and 30 mg/mL were examined. Estimates of the secondary structure distribution were made by analyzing the amide I region of the spectra (1630-1700 cm-1). CRP secondary structure distributions were essentially the same in either pH and at all protein concentrations examined. The amide I analyses indicated a structural distribution of 44% alpha-helix, 28% beta-strand, 18% turn, and 10% undefined for CRP in solution. Raman spectra of CRP-cAMP cocrystals differed from the spectra of CRP in solution. Some differences were assigned to interfering background bands, whereas other spectral differences were attributed to changes in CRP structure. Differences in the amide III region and in the intensity at 935 cm-1 were consistent with alterations in secondary structure. Analysis of the amide I region of the CRP-cAMP cocrystal spectrum indicated a secondary structure distribution of 37% alpha-helix, 33% beta-strand, 17% turn, and 12% undefined. This result is in agreement with a published secondary structure distribution derived from X-ray analysis of CRP-cAMP cocrystals (37% alpha-helix and 36% beta-strand).(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)